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The brush of Picasso provides the eyes with colors and backgrounds that emit a

feeling of euphoria and self worth.  The artist can demonstrate feelings and opinions that

spin the gambit of human emotions.  The interesting portion is that we are all artist.  Yes

with a brush in hand, a canvas before us, we all select from the variety of colors our pallet

provides.

One must a tune themselves to understand that our brush is our chose of words.

The pallet is our mind filled with both good and evil.  The canvas is the perception we

invoke when using our brush and pallets.

In our daily walk with the Lord we spend the day painting.  We paint at home at

work everywhere we travel and speak our brush hits the canvas for the world to receive.

Yes, the words we choose are the pictures we paint.

My time in Kentucky was spent servicing those who choose the career of

dairying.  I would spend my day on the farm in milk parlors, free stalls, silage pits,

anywhere there were cows I was there.  I came upon a new prospect and started to visit

him every two weeks.  Upon the eighth visit one seems to know the prospect very well.

During our conversation the gentlemen abruptly halted our conversation with direct eye

contact to pose a question that he new the answer.  You’re a man of God, aren’t you?

The conversations in the past had never come close to the topic of religion, church or

God but yet the man ask the question in which I answered.  The man was a recovering

alcoholic who was in search of answers.  God provided him a path through a conduit that

resembled my canvas.

Each day we must ask God to provide us wisdom to the words we choose in the

situations we are in. The Christian Community must paint our canvas with like minds so

that we do not gray the picture the world receives.


